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Does the addition of kids to your life mean you have

no idea where their stuff (toys, gear, unidentifiable

plastic things) ends and yours (attractive furniture, any

kind of order) begins? Don’t despair. As one young 

family has found, you can take back your family room.

he family room is the hub of the Tampa house that Tien and Andrew Shein

share with their sons, Izzy, four, and Sam, two. Since all the other rooms in

this 1950s ranch house flow into it, the family room is a natural gathering

spot. But after the boys were born, toys quickly overtook the house’s only

area for lounging and entertaining. The dining room and the kitchen, no mat-

ter how tidy, always had a view of the hodgepodge of storage bins overflowing

with puzzles, games, cars, and trucks. “When we visited friends, their houses

looked neat,” says Tien. “I always wondered what had happened to us.”

Instead of finding furniture and accessories that could fit and change with

the growing family’s needs, the Sheins, both busy lawyers, opted for temporary

measures—shower curtains in the window, a beat-up ottoman that doubled as

a dog bed—which they never got around to upgrading. “We were kind of scared

to buy anything, because the kids would just destroy it,” says Tien. “We were

waiting for them to grow up.” They were also stymied by style. “We have

none,” says Andrew.

Real Simple’s makeover solution was two-pronged. First, define separate

spaces for the room’s various functions: adult living area, play area for the

kids, and an office space Tien could use for bill paying. Next, track down pieces

that would stand up to the kids and still look stylish while providing ample

storage and maximum organization for two boys’ worth of toys. Gone is the air

of barely contained chaos. “The room looks like a cohesive unit instead of a

collection of junk,” says Tien. “Now it’s easy to keep everything in its place.”

family style





before

paint Dark blue walls made the 14-by-28-foot room feel smaller than it really

was and gave it a heavy feeling. A coat of Benjamin Moore Hawthorne Yellow pro-

vided an instant lift and a sunny, Florida look that matched the rest of the house.

shelves The open shelves on the far wall—too shallow for storing books or

toys—served only to display the visual clutter of photos and knickknacks. For a more

streamlined look, the shelves were concealed by linen-covered stretched canvases

that can be lifted to get at what’s behind them and function as inexpensive “art.”

seating The sofa was comfortable, but the color was hard to match—a prob-

lem solved by a crisp white Performance Twill slipcover ($119, www.surefit.net). The

chair was upgraded with a twill cover of its own ($99, www.potterybarn.com). White

may seem an odd choice for furniture guaranteed to attract jelly handprints, but it’s

actually easier to clean than color, which fades with bleaching (both covers are

machine washable). Floor pillows from Pier 1 Imports (green floral pillow, $15, and

Legato linen ottoman cushion, $25: www.pier1.com) and Kmart (Essential Home

linen floor pillow, $20, www.kmart.com for store locations) are great for kids to lie

on while watching TV or playing board games—or to make into forts or just toss

around—and can be neatly stacked in a corner when playtime is over.

ottomans A space-hogging ottoman was replaced with two multipurpose

Pandan Square Storage Ottomans ($70 each, www.target.com for store locations).

They provide a stylish place for Andrew to put his feet up, the kids can sit on them,

and best of all, the tops come off for easy-access toy storage. “They’re fantastic,”

says Tien. “It’s easier for the kids to clean up—most things just get thrown in there.

Plus, they’re sturdy. The kids love jumping off them onto the pillows.” (For other

footrest options, see “The Ottoman Empire,” page 82.)

windows and lighting Mini blinds—and shower curtains—were

replaced with Smith & Noble 2 1/2-inch wooden blinds, in light beech ($568 for the

two-blind unit shown, www.smithnoble. com), which do a better job of blocking out

the Florida sun on hot days. “The blinds are very warm-looking—a lot less institu-

tional than what we had before,” says Tien. A matched pair of Square Base Floor

Lamps from West Elm ($129 each, www.westelm.com) adds visual balance and softly

illuminates the room.

living space

after
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wall unit Tien and Andrew tried to make this area do too many things at

once. It served simultaneously as a toy box, an entertainment center, and a mail

depository—which added up to a showcase for clutter. The new Skandia Media Wall

($807, plus $115 per drawer, www.containerstore.com) is taller and wider than their

old unit, so it takes better advantage of vertical and horizontal wall space. Since it

doesn’t jut out into the room as far as the old one did, it also preserves valuable

floor (a.k.a. play) space. Drawers keep games and puzzles out of sight on one side

and store CDs, DVDs, and books on the other; the lip of each drawer is labeled, so

there’s no question about where things go. With a single unit replacing the old

entertainment center and a motley collection of cubbies and plastic bins, every-

thing looks instantly organized. “The shelves are very deceptive. You don’t see all

the stuff we hoard,” says Tien. “And we actually have empty drawers now.”

storage boxes It’s not that the old plastic storage bins that corralled the

kids’ toys didn’t work—they’re perfect for the garage or the basement—but they

were more of a Band-Aid solution than a long-term one. Pandan woven boxes ($30

each, www.containerstore.com), set on the media unit’s shelves, look much more

sophisticated yet allowed the Sheins to create a user-friendly toy-storage system:

The green boxes on the lower shelves hold blocks, the natural-color boxes hold

action figures, and the boxes on the upper shelves (harder for the children to reach)

hide toys that have been temporarily taken out of rotation—that timeless parental

trick to help old toys feel new again. It’s a lot easier to get kids to clean up when

they know where everything goes.

rug The old oriental rug, a gift from Tien’s parents, was at one point “actually

really nice,” she says. However, after a few natural disasters involving a sick dog

and toilet-training boys, it was ruined. For its replacement, easy care was key,

and the colorful Dash & Albert Sunflower Ticking Stripes cotton rug ($388 for the

9-by-12-foot rug shown, www.dashandalbertrugs.com for store locations) fits the

bill. It’s washable, so spot-cleaning can take care of most messes, and it’s light-

weight, so it’s a cinch to roll up and have professionally cleaned when more drastic

measures are called for.

play space

afterbefore
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desk and chair The wall by the front door used to be underutilized

space, occupied by a lonely console table that served mostly as a temporary rest-

ing place for things waiting to be put away. It was replaced by the Skandia Middle

Schooler’s Desk unit ($544, plus $110 per drawer, www.containerstore.com), which

takes advantage of the wall space by adding shelf and drawer storage. The desk

gives Tien a place to plan her day and pay bills while keeping the boys in sight.

“I used to sit in another room, where they couldn’t see me, and they’d freak out,

wonder what I was doing, and come bug me,” she says. Now she can simply swivel

around on the Pneumatic Lift Desk Chair (shown in pine, $139, www.containerstore.

com) when they need some attention. Since the unit is by the front door, it’s a 

natural catchall for the mail that used to get spread all over the house.

storage containers The household files are kept within easy reach

in white Stockholm Magazine File boxes, and photos are stored on top shelves in

Stockholm Letter and Document Boxes ($10 to $13 each, www.containerstore.com)

and Pandan boxes (see page 124).

hook A white metal coat hook (similar ones sold at Kmart for about $5) on the

wall keeps various sun and play hats handy for grabbing on the way out the door.

hamper Balls and big outdoor toys are conveniently stashed undercover by

the door in the Classic Home Half Moon Hamper ($50, www.target.com for store

locations), a sturdy, good-looking wicker container with a removable canvas liner.

office space

We love having a room to share with the kids

that can be grown-up, too. Evenings are much more

enjoyable now that we’re not staring at piles 

of puzzle pieces and Spider-Man action figures.
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